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CG-R16 CLICKNGO MODULE - 1 RELAY 16 A OUTPUT (NV-820KCG1R16) 

User Guide 

 

CG-R16 ClickNGo module has a SPDT relay output with 16 A. It was designed to work as an expansion module for NOVUS 
line of modular controllers. 

CG-R16 must be attached to the controller dock (to insert the module to the controller, make sure the device is turned off). 
Once inserted, it will be automatically recognized. Its configuration parameters will be displayed according to the slot in 
which the module has been attached to the dock. 

You can configure this module directly at the controller, through the QuickTune software, or through the QuickTune 
Mobile. 

 

Built in UL94 polycarbonate and with an IP20 protection rating, the CG-R16 ClickNGo module has an identification 
engraving on the top and the following dimensions: 

 

     Module overview 

 

CG-R16 uses 1 plug-in connector. The figure below shows the laser engraving with the electrical connections of this 
module: 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

DIMENSION 

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION 

Electrical connect 
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Once the dock has been attached to the controller, simply plug the CG-R16 ClickNGo module into the desired slot, pressing 
it in until it clicks into place. If the module does not click into place, it is either not properly attached, or it has been plugged 
into the wrong slot. 
It is not possible to add modules between slots 2 and 3 and slots 6 and 7. The device allows you to use modules of different 
sizes up to the dock capacity limit. 
Once the CG-R16 ClickNGo module is inserted into the dock and the device has been turned on, it will be automatically 
recognized. You can use the navigation keys to go through the parameter cycles and access the settings of the added 
module (see OPERATION section of the device manual). The module settings will be available in the parameter cycle and 
according to its position in the dock. A CG-R16 ClickNGo module inserted into slot 1 of the dock, for example, can be 
viewed within the Configuration Cycle, under module 1 (Cfg >> Md.1). 
Once a module is removed from the dock, it will no longer be recognized by the device and the any settings made will be 
lost. 
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